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following a layoff from a corporate job will finds himself now entering a meditative stage
when he would take stock of his life and examine where he would go from there he would
find it to be an excellent period in which to sort things out make plans decide what he really
wanted and then take action he would fight to keep busy in order to refrain from negative
thinking and despite losing his significant other when she decides to take a walk on the wild
side encountering a woman who fleeces him being forced into yet another corporate job and
losing the confidence of a potential mentor when his wife becomes ill coupled with the illness
of his prime counseling advisor he vows not to focus on the faults of other people or engage
in judgmental behavior he finds his calling as a counselor in a high school where he would
take the opportunity to guide young men and women into leading productive lives he would
attend to matters such as keeping a couple of young men from the pitfalls of gangs and
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drugs and becomes an accidental activist when confronted with beaucratic limitations all the
while listening to the viewpoints and opinions of others which would help him learn more
about the people he was dealing with this look at prostitution in colorado 1860 1930
uncovers the lives and woes of working girls in mining towns such as cripple creek women
writers of the american west 1833 1927 recovers the names and works of hundreds of
women who wrote about the american west during the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries some of them long forgotten and others better known novelists poets memoirists
and historians such as willa cather and mary austin holley nina baym mined literary and
cultural histories anthologies scholarly essays catalogs advertisements and online resources
to debunk critical assumptions that women did not publish about the west as much as they
did about other regions elucidating a substantial body of nearly 650 books of all kinds by
more than 300 writers baym reveals how the authors showed women making lives for
themselves in the west how they represented the diverse region and how they represented
themselves baym accounts for a wide range of genres and geographies affirming that the
literature of the west was always more than cowboy tales and dime novels nor did the west
consist of a single landscape as women living in the expanses of texas saw a different world
from that seen by women in gold rush california although many women writers of the
american west accepted domestic agendas crucial to the development of families farms and
businesses they also found ways to be forceful agents of change whether by taking on
political positions deriding male arrogance or as their voluminous published works show
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speaking out when they were expected to be silent in the late 1920s reverend a w nix 1880
1949 an african american baptist minister born in texas made fifty four commercial
recordings of his sermons on phonographs in chicago on these recordings nix presented
vocal traditions and styles long associated with the southern rural black church as he
preached about self help racial uplift thrift and christian values as southerners like nix fled
into cities in the north to escape the rampant racism in the south they contested whether or
not african american vocal styles of singing and preaching that had emerged during the
slavery era were appropriate for uplifting the race specific vocal characteristics like those on
nix s recordings were linked to the image of the old negro by many african american leaders
who favored adopting europeanized vocal characteristics and musical repertoires into african
american churches in order to uplift the modern new negro citizen through interviews with
family members musical analyses of the sounds on nix s recordings and examination of
historical documents and relevant scholarship terri brinegar argues that the development of
the phonograph in the 1920s afforded preachers like nix the opportunity to present
traditional black vocal styles of the southern black church as modern black voices these vocal
styles also influenced musical styles the moaning voice used by nix and other ministers was a
direct connection to the blues moan employed by many blues singers including blind willie
blind lemon and ma rainey both reverend a w nix and his brother w m nix were an influence
on the father of gospel music thomas a dorsey the success of nix s recorded sermons
demonstrates the enduring values african americans placed on traditional vocal practices
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from the accounts of 18th century travelers to the interpretations of 21st century historians
jumonville lists more than 6 800 books chapters articles theses dissertations and government
documents that describe the rich history of america s 18th state here are references to
sources on the louisiana purchase the battle of new orleans carnival and cajuns less explored
topics such as the rebellion of 1768 the changing roles of women and civic development are
also covered it is a sweeping guide to the publications that best illuminate the land the
people and the multifaceted history of the pelican state arranged according to discipline and
time period chapters cover such topics as the environment the civil war and reconstruction
social and cultural history the people of louisiana local parish and sectional histories and new
orleans it also lists major historical sites and repositories of primary materials as the only
comprehensive bibliography of the secondary sources about the state ilouisiana history r is
an invaluable resource for scholars and researchers these profiles of the soiled doves who
plied the oldest trade in the rocky mountains explain many of the facts of life in the
nineteenth and twentieth century west throughout the development of the american west
prostitution grew and flourished within the mining camps small towns and cities of the
nineteenth century rocky mountains whether escaping a bad home life lured by false
advertising or seeking to subsidize their income thousands of women chose or were forced to
enter an industry where they faced segregation and persecution fines and jailing and battled
the hazards of disease drug addiction physical abuse pregnancy and abortion they dreamed
of escape through marriage or retirement but more often found relief only in death an
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integral part of western history the stories of these women continue to fascinate readers and
captivate the minds of historians today expanding on the research she did for brothels
bordellos and bad girls unm press historian jan mackell moves beyond the mining towns of
colorado to explore the history of prostitution in the rocky mountain states of arizona idaho
montana new mexico utah and wyoming each state had its share of working girls and
madams like big nose kate or calamity jane who remain celebrities in the annals of history
but mackell also includes the stories of lesser known women whose role in this illicit trade
nonetheless shaped our understanding of the american west this book brings together an
international selection of academics with expertise in problem gambling issues in women
with chapters reflecting ongoing work with female gamblers across the world in both group
and individual settings in choosing such a specific patient group the authors aim to raise the
profile of gambling disorders in women and also provide fellow professionals across the world
with a shared understanding of evidence based treatment and recovery in problem gambling
literature and research gambling disorders in women an international female perspective on
treatment and research will provide professionals working in addictions and policy making
with much needed knowledge about a seriously under represented area and about which
many professionals feel they would like to know more the book will also highlight different
international approaches to the provision of treatment for women in each country as well as
the epidemiology of the illness over the decades francis m nevins has written dozens of
articles and essays on the major influences of crime literature and here he collects them in
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450 pages coupled with some current essays on people he s known this makes for a book
that any mystery fan will cherish and use as a reference book j d salinger s a perfect day for
bananafish john cheever s goodbye my brother doris lessing s through the tunnel these and
dozens of other beloved stories share the beach as their setting in fact it is remarkable how
many of the finest writers have set stories and novels in whole or in part at the beach and
how often they use this locale to explore the great themes of love loss death family and
redemption beach brings together for the first time the very best of this literary tradition
including stories novel excerpts and narrative nonfiction this collection brings together an
international multicultural multilingual and multidisciplinary community of scholars and
practitioners in different media seeking to question and re theorize the contested terms of
our title woman writing women s writing and across culture is translated into an open series
of interconnected terms and questions how might one write across national cultures or across
a national and a minority culture or across disciplines genres and media or across synchronic
discourses that are unequal in power or across present and past discourses or present and
future discourses the collection explores and develops recent feminist queer and transgender
theory and criticism and also aesthetic practice writing across assumes a number of
orientations posthumanist transtemporal transnationalist writing across discourses disciplines
media genres genders writing across pronouns he she they writing across literature non
literary texts and life this book was originally published as a special issue of angelaki journal
of the theoretical humanities set in towns along the mississippi river the judge s daughter is a
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mid nineteenth century romance novel fanny britton headstrong but resilient is dominated by
her widowed father the judge to gain independence she must marry and meets the perfect
man joshua devlin who claims to read law she is seduced and learns too late that he is a
riverboat deckhand with ambition toward wealth operating gambling casinos now pregnant
she must marry him satisfied she can coerce him into law judge britton annuls their marriage
they remarry devlin wrongly believes fanny s cousin alex fathered her second child he leaves
accepts money from her rival beaty who becomes his casino business partner he still loves
fanny and seeks solace in alcohol the judge attempts to have devlin assassinated beaty
saves him ships another body made unrecognizable to fanny as devlin fanny a widow is again
dependent on the judge he is caught in bank fraud and flees with fanny and her children
devlin returns reformed and wealthy locates fanny and suspects the judge is his assassin
fanny protects her father devlin finally turns to a rich widow fanny then tries to win him back
and at the same time save her father posing a challenge to more traditional approaches to
the history of education this interdisciplinary collection examines the complex web of beliefs
and methods by which culture was transmitted to young people in the long eighteenth
century expanding the definition of education exposes the shaky ground on which some
historical assumptions rest for example studying conventional pedagogical texts and
practices used for girls home education alongside evidence gleaned from women s diaries
and letters suggests domestic settings were the loci for far more rigorous intellectual training
than has previously been acknowledged contributors cast a wide net engaging with debates
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between private and public education the educational agenda of hannah more women
schoolteachers the role of diplomats in educating boys embarked on the grand tour english
jesuit education eighteenth century print culture and education in ireland the role of the print
trades in the use of teaching aids in early nineteenth century infant school classrooms and
the rhetoric and reality of children s book use taken together the essays are an inspiring
foray into the rich variety of educational activities in britain the multitude of cultural and
social contexts in which young people were educated and the extent of the differences
between principle and practice throughout the period orphans preferred was the call that
went out to the daring of heart when the pony express was organized nearly 150 years ago in
april 1860 called the greatest enterprise of modern times the endeavor which lasted only
nineteenth months recruited young men willing to risk life and limb in a relay race that
crossed the frontier on a route from st joseph missouri to san francisco california speeding
the delivery of mail to an astonishing ten days the pony express combines the legends and
lore of this remarkable mail service with contemporary photography and archival images and
documents from the past and celebrates the sesquicentennial of the start and end of those
daring rides which ended with the completion of the transcontinental railroad it is a befitting
tribute to an american icon whose legacy is marked to this day by pony express museums all
along the route from missouri to california for many years movie audiences have carried on a
love affair with the american west believing westerns are escapist entertainment of the best
kind harkening back to the days of the frontier this work compares the reality of the old west
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to its portrayal in movies taking an historical approach to its consideration of the cowboys
indians gunmen lawmen and others who populated the old west in real life and on the silver
screen starting with the westerns of the early 1900s it follows the evolution in look style and
content as the films matured from short vignettes of good versus bad into modern plots when
a new and potentially planet killing contagion is discovered moon shadow an isolated resort
town located in alaska s primitive and rugged interior becomes the focus of a military style
incursion major pepper who is in charge of the operation has the local residents rounded up
into a razor wire inclosed quarantine because of the danger of a potential pandemic they are
to be transferred to a more prison like underground quarantine two of the residents trevor a
young physician and jodie an earth project environmentalist are not having any of this
obvious violation of human rights they escape and are hunted down like fugitives with the full
arsenal of the us army at the major s disposal the two have to use a zip line to escape a three
story burning lodge when they seek refuge in an abandoned gold mine the entrance is caved
in by a missile strike the two fugitives do manage to find a way out of the mine and try to
make their way back to civilization and safety by floating down river on a rubber raft while
fighting for their lives against nature and the deranged major pepper the two begin to fall in
love with each other they discover they have more to live for than exposing the major for his
treachery and his murder of innocent civilians for the greater good in this new expanded
edition of vintage spirits and forgotten cocktails issued for the 100th anniversary of national
prohibition historian expert and drink aficionado dr cocktail vastly widens his examination of
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1920 1933 the thirteen year period when women got the vote child labor was abolished and
ironically saw the cocktail elevated prolonged and expanded spreading this signature
american drink form in tasty ripples around the world all this plus more drink recipes nothing
is so desired as the thing denied prohibition made people want cocktails very very badly
because synthetic liquor was the easiest to make it was also the easiest to get
problematically it tasted awful and wasn t exactly good for you either cocktails with their
mélange of flavors were a made to order method for disguising the bad hooch along with 100
rare and delicious authentic recipes gathered from old cocktail manuals and scraps of paper
never published this illustrated trip down mixology lane tells the fascinating origins of the
cocktail and how it evolved over time including its rising popularity during prohibition vintage
illustrations and advertisements photos of old bottles and cocktail artifacts and fascinating
prohibition era photographs bring the tippling past back to vivid life recipes for rare treasures
like the fogcutter knickerbocker à la monsieur the moscow mule and satan s whiskers are
each presented with historical background on its origin and cultural context drink notes that
provide additional information on ingredients and tips for substitutions and variations
fascinating historical ephemera from dr cocktail s personal collection this homage to the
great bartenders of the past and the beverages they created also profiles some of the most
influential cocktail pioneers of today for anyone who enjoys an icy drink and an unforgettable
tale this is a must have volume in this expanded and updated edition of forgotten cocktails
and vintage spirits historian expert and drink aficionado dr cocktail adds another 20 fine
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recipes to his hand picked collection of 80 rare and worth rediscovered drink recipes shares
revelations about the latest cocktail trends provides new resources for uncommon
ingredients and profiles of many of the cocktail world s movers and shakers historic facts
expanded anecdotes and full color vintage images from extremely uncommon sources round
out this must have volume for anyone who enjoys an icy drink and an unforgettable tale
sarah duncan had the kind of beauty suited for the ballrooms of london not the back alleys of
ireland but she was a healer not a debutante her life was devoted to helping others not
dressing up and attending fancy balls and then one stormy night she met him he was a
young english naval officer who arrived on her doorstep with his deathly ill friend her life
would be forever changed lieutenant robert smythe acting captain of the brunswick was
determined to find the killer who d poisoned his commander and friend with sarah s
knowledge of plants and herbs he would investigate this devious crime posing as his fiancée
she would be off limits to a crew of randy men at sea sarah s beauty was captivating but her
strength and courage drew him like a talisman he was determined to catch the killer and
keep her safe indeed he would protect her with his very life provides a comprehensive
overview of all aspects of the poetry drama fiction and literary and cultural criticism
produced from the restoration of the english monarchy to the onset of the french revolution
comprises over 340 entries arranged in a z format across three fully indexed and cross
referenced volumes written by an international team of leading and emerging scholars
features an impressive scope and range of subjects from courtship and circulating libraries to
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the works of samuel johnson and sarah scott includes coverage of both canonical and lesser
known authors as well as entries addressing gender sexuality and other topics that have
previously been underrepresented in traditional scholarship represents the most
comprehensive resource available on this period and an indispensable guide to the rich
diversity of british writing that ushered in the modern literary era 3 volumes
literatureencyclopedia com from the palace hotels of the elite to cheap lodging houses
residential hotels have been an element of american urban life for nearly two hundred years
since 1870 however they have been the target of an official war led by people whose concept
of home does not include the hotel do these residences constitute an essential housing
resource or are they as charged a public nuisance living downtown the first comprehensive
social and cultural history of life in american residential hotels adds a much needed historical
perspective to this ongoing debate creatively combining evidence from biographies buildings
and urban neighborhoods workplace records and housing policies paul groth provides a
definitive analysis of life in four price differentiated types of downtown residence he
demonstrates that these hotels have played a valuable socioeconomic role as home to both
long term residents and temporary laborers also the convenience of hotels has made them
the residence of choice for a surprising number of americans from hobo author boxcar bertha
to calvin coolidge groth examines the social and cultural objections to hotel households and
the increasing efforts to eliminate them which have led to the seemingly irrational
destruction of millions of such housing units since 1960 he argues convincingly that these
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efforts have been a leading contributor to urban homelessness this highly original and timely
work aims to expand the concept of the american home and to recast accepted notions about
the relationships among urban life architecture and the public management of residential
environments exiled to the margins of society and surviving by his wits in the course of his
wanderings the picaro marks a sharp contrast to the high born characters on whom previous
spanish literature had focused in this illuminating book peter n dunn offers a fresh view of the
gamut of sixteenth and seventeenth century spanish picaresque fiction seven years in sodom
seven francisco an urban mission reveals a biographical sketch of an urban missionary and
his family a history of the city and its churches a rise and fall of many a planting of a church a
pathway few would dare trod a divided city a choice and a call a look at its beauty and its
darkside a view of the city s heart or perhaps that of a nation a faithful god in the midst of his
people as told by the former chaplain of broadway from the lady eve to the big valley barbara
stanwyck played parts that showcased her multidimensional talents but also illustrated the
limits imposed on women in film and television catherine russell s a to z consideration of the
iconic actress analyzes twenty six facets of stanwyck and the america of her times russell
examines stanwyck s work onscreen against the backdrop of costuming and other aspects of
filmmaking but she also views the actress s off screen performance within the hollywood
networks that made her an industry favorite and longtime cornerstone of the entertainment
community russell s montage approach coalesces into an engrossing portrait of a singular
artist whose intelligence and savvy placed her center stage in the production of her films and
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in the debates around women femininity and motherhood that roiled mid century america
original and rich the cinema of barbara stanwyck is an essential and entertaining
reexamination of an enduring hollywood star longarm s in for the ride of his life when deputy
u s marshal custis long is dispatched down pecos way to put a stop to some stagecoach
robbers he finds himself facing down a ruthless businessman who s not above cold blooded
murder no sooner is longarm enjoying the charms of a local señorita than the businessman s
hired guns ambush him local law manny frazier figures the best plan of action is to let the
bad guys believe longarm s been killed soon enough the villains will learn that reports of
longarm s death have been greatly exaggerated the lawman has risen and he s back with a
vengeance samara labonte is the prettiest passenger aboard the train to kansas city delicate
and elegantly dressed she hides a tumultuous past and holds hope that america might offer
happiness maybe even love then blood curdling cries fill the air swept from the train by wild
painted savages samara fears her life is over but not even fear can overtake the growing
attraction for her mysterious bronze skinned captor and his exotic new world other titles by
patricia hagan say you love me simply heaven orchids in moonlight a renowned concert
pianist traces the instrument s design manufacture and music in a delightful piano s eye view
of the social history of western europe and the united states from the 16th to the 20th
centuries



Scandalous New Orleans 1999-12-19
following a layoff from a corporate job will finds himself now entering a meditative stage
when he would take stock of his life and examine where he would go from there he would
find it to be an excellent period in which to sort things out make plans decide what he really
wanted and then take action he would fight to keep busy in order to refrain from negative
thinking and despite losing his significant other when she decides to take a walk on the wild
side encountering a woman who fleeces him being forced into yet another corporate job and
losing the confidence of a potential mentor when his wife becomes ill coupled with the illness
of his prime counseling advisor he vows not to focus on the faults of other people or engage
in judgmental behavior he finds his calling as a counselor in a high school where he would
take the opportunity to guide young men and women into leading productive lives he would
attend to matters such as keeping a couple of young men from the pitfalls of gangs and
drugs and becomes an accidental activist when confronted with beaucratic limitations all the
while listening to the viewpoints and opinions of others which would help him learn more
about the people he was dealing with



Brothels, Bordellos & Bad Girls 2004
this look at prostitution in colorado 1860 1930 uncovers the lives and woes of working girls in
mining towns such as cripple creek

Women Writers of the American West, 1833-1927
2012-08-17
women writers of the american west 1833 1927 recovers the names and works of hundreds
of women who wrote about the american west during the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries some of them long forgotten and others better known novelists poets memoirists
and historians such as willa cather and mary austin holley nina baym mined literary and
cultural histories anthologies scholarly essays catalogs advertisements and online resources
to debunk critical assumptions that women did not publish about the west as much as they
did about other regions elucidating a substantial body of nearly 650 books of all kinds by
more than 300 writers baym reveals how the authors showed women making lives for
themselves in the west how they represented the diverse region and how they represented
themselves baym accounts for a wide range of genres and geographies affirming that the
literature of the west was always more than cowboy tales and dime novels nor did the west



consist of a single landscape as women living in the expanses of texas saw a different world
from that seen by women in gold rush california although many women writers of the
american west accepted domestic agendas crucial to the development of families farms and
businesses they also found ways to be forceful agents of change whether by taking on
political positions deriding male arrogance or as their voluminous published works show
speaking out when they were expected to be silent

Voices of Black Folk 2022-04-19
in the late 1920s reverend a w nix 1880 1949 an african american baptist minister born in
texas made fifty four commercial recordings of his sermons on phonographs in chicago on
these recordings nix presented vocal traditions and styles long associated with the southern
rural black church as he preached about self help racial uplift thrift and christian values as
southerners like nix fled into cities in the north to escape the rampant racism in the south
they contested whether or not african american vocal styles of singing and preaching that
had emerged during the slavery era were appropriate for uplifting the race specific vocal
characteristics like those on nix s recordings were linked to the image of the old negro by
many african american leaders who favored adopting europeanized vocal characteristics and
musical repertoires into african american churches in order to uplift the modern new negro
citizen through interviews with family members musical analyses of the sounds on nix s



recordings and examination of historical documents and relevant scholarship terri brinegar
argues that the development of the phonograph in the 1920s afforded preachers like nix the
opportunity to present traditional black vocal styles of the southern black church as modern
black voices these vocal styles also influenced musical styles the moaning voice used by nix
and other ministers was a direct connection to the blues moan employed by many blues
singers including blind willie blind lemon and ma rainey both reverend a w nix and his brother
w m nix were an influence on the father of gospel music thomas a dorsey the success of nix s
recorded sermons demonstrates the enduring values african americans placed on traditional
vocal practices

Louisiana History 2002-08-30
from the accounts of 18th century travelers to the interpretations of 21st century historians
jumonville lists more than 6 800 books chapters articles theses dissertations and government
documents that describe the rich history of america s 18th state here are references to
sources on the louisiana purchase the battle of new orleans carnival and cajuns less explored
topics such as the rebellion of 1768 the changing roles of women and civic development are
also covered it is a sweeping guide to the publications that best illuminate the land the
people and the multifaceted history of the pelican state arranged according to discipline and
time period chapters cover such topics as the environment the civil war and reconstruction



social and cultural history the people of louisiana local parish and sectional histories and new
orleans it also lists major historical sites and repositories of primary materials as the only
comprehensive bibliography of the secondary sources about the state ilouisiana history r is
an invaluable resource for scholars and researchers

Red Light Women of the Rocky Mountains 2009
these profiles of the soiled doves who plied the oldest trade in the rocky mountains explain
many of the facts of life in the nineteenth and twentieth century west

Red Light Women of the Rocky Mountains 2011-10-12
throughout the development of the american west prostitution grew and flourished within the
mining camps small towns and cities of the nineteenth century rocky mountains whether
escaping a bad home life lured by false advertising or seeking to subsidize their income
thousands of women chose or were forced to enter an industry where they faced segregation
and persecution fines and jailing and battled the hazards of disease drug addiction physical
abuse pregnancy and abortion they dreamed of escape through marriage or retirement but
more often found relief only in death an integral part of western history the stories of these
women continue to fascinate readers and captivate the minds of historians today expanding



on the research she did for brothels bordellos and bad girls unm press historian jan mackell
moves beyond the mining towns of colorado to explore the history of prostitution in the rocky
mountain states of arizona idaho montana new mexico utah and wyoming each state had its
share of working girls and madams like big nose kate or calamity jane who remain celebrities
in the annals of history but mackell also includes the stories of lesser known women whose
role in this illicit trade nonetheless shaped our understanding of the american west

Gambling Disorders in Women 2017-07-14
this book brings together an international selection of academics with expertise in problem
gambling issues in women with chapters reflecting ongoing work with female gamblers
across the world in both group and individual settings in choosing such a specific patient
group the authors aim to raise the profile of gambling disorders in women and also provide
fellow professionals across the world with a shared understanding of evidence based
treatment and recovery in problem gambling literature and research gambling disorders in
women an international female perspective on treatment and research will provide
professionals working in addictions and policy making with much needed knowledge about a
seriously under represented area and about which many professionals feel they would like to
know more the book will also highlight different international approaches to the provision of
treatment for women in each country as well as the epidemiology of the illness



Cornucopia of Crime 2010-07
over the decades francis m nevins has written dozens of articles and essays on the major
influences of crime literature and here he collects them in 450 pages coupled with some
current essays on people he s known this makes for a book that any mystery fan will cherish
and use as a reference book

Beach 2009-07-21
j d salinger s a perfect day for bananafish john cheever s goodbye my brother doris lessing s
through the tunnel these and dozens of other beloved stories share the beach as their setting
in fact it is remarkable how many of the finest writers have set stories and novels in whole or
in part at the beach and how often they use this locale to explore the great themes of love
loss death family and redemption beach brings together for the first time the very best of this
literary tradition including stories novel excerpts and narrative nonfiction

Women Writing Across Cultures 2018-10-22
this collection brings together an international multicultural multilingual and multidisciplinary



community of scholars and practitioners in different media seeking to question and re
theorize the contested terms of our title woman writing women s writing and across culture is
translated into an open series of interconnected terms and questions how might one write
across national cultures or across a national and a minority culture or across disciplines
genres and media or across synchronic discourses that are unequal in power or across
present and past discourses or present and future discourses the collection explores and
develops recent feminist queer and transgender theory and criticism and also aesthetic
practice writing across assumes a number of orientations posthumanist transtemporal
transnationalist writing across discourses disciplines media genres genders writing across
pronouns he she they writing across literature non literary texts and life this book was
originally published as a special issue of angelaki journal of the theoretical humanities

Unflinching Obsession 2004-07
set in towns along the mississippi river the judge s daughter is a mid nineteenth century
romance novel fanny britton headstrong but resilient is dominated by her widowed father the
judge to gain independence she must marry and meets the perfect man joshua devlin who
claims to read law she is seduced and learns too late that he is a riverboat deckhand with
ambition toward wealth operating gambling casinos now pregnant she must marry him
satisfied she can coerce him into law judge britton annuls their marriage they remarry devlin



wrongly believes fanny s cousin alex fathered her second child he leaves accepts money from
her rival beaty who becomes his casino business partner he still loves fanny and seeks solace
in alcohol the judge attempts to have devlin assassinated beaty saves him ships another
body made unrecognizable to fanny as devlin fanny a widow is again dependent on the judge
he is caught in bank fraud and flees with fanny and her children devlin returns reformed and
wealthy locates fanny and suspects the judge is his assassin fanny protects her father devlin
finally turns to a rich widow fanny then tries to win him back and at the same time save her
father

The Judge's Daughter 2016-12-05
posing a challenge to more traditional approaches to the history of education this
interdisciplinary collection examines the complex web of beliefs and methods by which
culture was transmitted to young people in the long eighteenth century expanding the
definition of education exposes the shaky ground on which some historical assumptions rest
for example studying conventional pedagogical texts and practices used for girls home
education alongside evidence gleaned from women s diaries and letters suggests domestic
settings were the loci for far more rigorous intellectual training than has previously been
acknowledged contributors cast a wide net engaging with debates between private and
public education the educational agenda of hannah more women schoolteachers the role of



diplomats in educating boys embarked on the grand tour english jesuit education eighteenth
century print culture and education in ireland the role of the print trades in the use of
teaching aids in early nineteenth century infant school classrooms and the rhetoric and
reality of children s book use taken together the essays are an inspiring foray into the rich
variety of educational activities in britain the multitude of cultural and social contexts in
which young people were educated and the extent of the differences between principle and
practice throughout the period

Educating the Child in Enlightenment Britain
2009-12-22
orphans preferred was the call that went out to the daring of heart when the pony express
was organized nearly 150 years ago in april 1860 called the greatest enterprise of modern
times the endeavor which lasted only nineteenth months recruited young men willing to risk
life and limb in a relay race that crossed the frontier on a route from st joseph missouri to san
francisco california speeding the delivery of mail to an astonishing ten days the pony express
combines the legends and lore of this remarkable mail service with contemporary
photography and archival images and documents from the past and celebrates the
sesquicentennial of the start and end of those daring rides which ended with the completion



of the transcontinental railroad it is a befitting tribute to an american icon whose legacy is
marked to this day by pony express museums all along the route from missouri to california

Pony Express 2012-11-15
for many years movie audiences have carried on a love affair with the american west
believing westerns are escapist entertainment of the best kind harkening back to the days of
the frontier this work compares the reality of the old west to its portrayal in movies taking an
historical approach to its consideration of the cowboys indians gunmen lawmen and others
who populated the old west in real life and on the silver screen starting with the westerns of
the early 1900s it follows the evolution in look style and content as the films matured from
short vignettes of good versus bad into modern plots

The Old West in Fact and Film 1868
when a new and potentially planet killing contagion is discovered moon shadow an isolated
resort town located in alaska s primitive and rugged interior becomes the focus of a military
style incursion major pepper who is in charge of the operation has the local residents
rounded up into a razor wire inclosed quarantine because of the danger of a potential
pandemic they are to be transferred to a more prison like underground quarantine two of the



residents trevor a young physician and jodie an earth project environmentalist are not having
any of this obvious violation of human rights they escape and are hunted down like fugitives
with the full arsenal of the us army at the major s disposal the two have to use a zip line to
escape a three story burning lodge when they seek refuge in an abandoned gold mine the
entrance is caved in by a missile strike the two fugitives do manage to find a way out of the
mine and try to make their way back to civilization and safety by floating down river on a
rubber raft while fighting for their lives against nature and the deranged major pepper the
two begin to fall in love with each other they discover they have more to live for than
exposing the major for his treachery and his murder of innocent civilians for the greater good

The Galaxy 2016-07-14
in this new expanded edition of vintage spirits and forgotten cocktails issued for the 100th
anniversary of national prohibition historian expert and drink aficionado dr cocktail vastly
widens his examination of 1920 1933 the thirteen year period when women got the vote child
labor was abolished and ironically saw the cocktail elevated prolonged and expanded
spreading this signature american drink form in tasty ripples around the world all this plus
more drink recipes nothing is so desired as the thing denied prohibition made people want
cocktails very very badly because synthetic liquor was the easiest to make it was also the
easiest to get problematically it tasted awful and wasn t exactly good for you either cocktails



with their mélange of flavors were a made to order method for disguising the bad hooch
along with 100 rare and delicious authentic recipes gathered from old cocktail manuals and
scraps of paper never published this illustrated trip down mixology lane tells the fascinating
origins of the cocktail and how it evolved over time including its rising popularity during
prohibition vintage illustrations and advertisements photos of old bottles and cocktail
artifacts and fascinating prohibition era photographs bring the tippling past back to vivid life
recipes for rare treasures like the fogcutter knickerbocker à la monsieur the moscow mule
and satan s whiskers are each presented with historical background on its origin and cultural
context drink notes that provide additional information on ingredients and tips for
substitutions and variations fascinating historical ephemera from dr cocktail s personal
collection this homage to the great bartenders of the past and the beverages they created
also profiles some of the most influential cocktail pioneers of today for anyone who enjoys an
icy drink and an unforgettable tale this is a must have volume

Moon Shadow 2020-03-03
in this expanded and updated edition of forgotten cocktails and vintage spirits historian
expert and drink aficionado dr cocktail adds another 20 fine recipes to his hand picked
collection of 80 rare and worth rediscovered drink recipes shares revelations about the latest
cocktail trends provides new resources for uncommon ingredients and profiles of many of the



cocktail world s movers and shakers historic facts expanded anecdotes and full color vintage
images from extremely uncommon sources round out this must have volume for anyone who
enjoys an icy drink and an unforgettable tale

Vintage Spirits and Forgotten Cocktails: Prohibition
Centennial Edition 2009-10-01
sarah duncan had the kind of beauty suited for the ballrooms of london not the back alleys of
ireland but she was a healer not a debutante her life was devoted to helping others not
dressing up and attending fancy balls and then one stormy night she met him he was a
young english naval officer who arrived on her doorstep with his deathly ill friend her life
would be forever changed lieutenant robert smythe acting captain of the brunswick was
determined to find the killer who d poisoned his commander and friend with sarah s
knowledge of plants and herbs he would investigate this devious crime posing as his fiancée
she would be off limits to a crew of randy men at sea sarah s beauty was captivating but her
strength and courage drew him like a talisman he was determined to catch the killer and
keep her safe indeed he would protect her with his very life



Vintage Spirits and Forgotten Cocktails 2014-04-22
provides a comprehensive overview of all aspects of the poetry drama fiction and literary and
cultural criticism produced from the restoration of the english monarchy to the onset of the
french revolution comprises over 340 entries arranged in a z format across three fully
indexed and cross referenced volumes written by an international team of leading and
emerging scholars features an impressive scope and range of subjects from courtship and
circulating libraries to the works of samuel johnson and sarah scott includes coverage of both
canonical and lesser known authors as well as entries addressing gender sexuality and other
topics that have previously been underrepresented in traditional scholarship represents the
most comprehensive resource available on this period and an indispensable guide to the rich
diversity of british writing that ushered in the modern literary era 3 volumes
literatureencyclopedia com

The Lady and The Captain (Book 2 Gentlemen of Honor
Series) 2015-03-09
from the palace hotels of the elite to cheap lodging houses residential hotels have been an
element of american urban life for nearly two hundred years since 1870 however they have



been the target of an official war led by people whose concept of home does not include the
hotel do these residences constitute an essential housing resource or are they as charged a
public nuisance living downtown the first comprehensive social and cultural history of life in
american residential hotels adds a much needed historical perspective to this ongoing debate
creatively combining evidence from biographies buildings and urban neighborhoods
workplace records and housing policies paul groth provides a definitive analysis of life in four
price differentiated types of downtown residence he demonstrates that these hotels have
played a valuable socioeconomic role as home to both long term residents and temporary
laborers also the convenience of hotels has made them the residence of choice for a
surprising number of americans from hobo author boxcar bertha to calvin coolidge groth
examines the social and cultural objections to hotel households and the increasing efforts to
eliminate them which have led to the seemingly irrational destruction of millions of such
housing units since 1960 he argues convincingly that these efforts have been a leading
contributor to urban homelessness this highly original and timely work aims to expand the
concept of the american home and to recast accepted notions about the relationships among
urban life architecture and the public management of residential environments



The Encyclopedia of British Literature, 3 Volume Set
2023-11-10
exiled to the margins of society and surviving by his wits in the course of his wanderings the
picaro marks a sharp contrast to the high born characters on whom previous spanish
literature had focused in this illuminating book peter n dunn offers a fresh view of the gamut
of sixteenth and seventeenth century spanish picaresque fiction

Living Downtown 1865
seven years in sodom seven francisco an urban mission reveals a biographical sketch of an
urban missionary and his family a history of the city and its churches a rise and fall of many a
planting of a church a pathway few would dare trod a divided city a choice and a call a look
at its beauty and its darkside a view of the city s heart or perhaps that of a nation a faithful
god in the midst of his people as told by the former chaplain of broadway



A History of Caricature and Grotesque in Literature and
Art 1865
from the lady eve to the big valley barbara stanwyck played parts that showcased her
multidimensional talents but also illustrated the limits imposed on women in film and
television catherine russell s a to z consideration of the iconic actress analyzes twenty six
facets of stanwyck and the america of her times russell examines stanwyck s work onscreen
against the backdrop of costuming and other aspects of filmmaking but she also views the
actress s off screen performance within the hollywood networks that made her an industry
favorite and longtime cornerstone of the entertainment community russell s montage
approach coalesces into an engrossing portrait of a singular artist whose intelligence and
savvy placed her center stage in the production of her films and in the debates around
women femininity and motherhood that roiled mid century america original and rich the
cinema of barbara stanwyck is an essential and entertaining reexamination of an enduring
hollywood star

A History of Caricature and Grotesque in Literature and



Art ; With Illustr. by F. W. Fairholt 1993
longarm s in for the ride of his life when deputy u s marshal custis long is dispatched down
pecos way to put a stop to some stagecoach robbers he finds himself facing down a ruthless
businessman who s not above cold blooded murder no sooner is longarm enjoying the
charms of a local señorita than the businessman s hired guns ambush him local law manny
frazier figures the best plan of action is to let the bad guys believe longarm s been killed soon
enough the villains will learn that reports of longarm s death have been greatly exaggerated
the lawman has risen and he s back with a vengeance

Spanish Picaresque Fiction 1895
samara labonte is the prettiest passenger aboard the train to kansas city delicate and
elegantly dressed she hides a tumultuous past and holds hope that america might offer
happiness maybe even love then blood curdling cries fill the air swept from the train by wild
painted savages samara fears her life is over but not even fear can overtake the growing
attraction for her mysterious bronze skinned captor and his exotic new world other titles by
patricia hagan say you love me simply heaven orchids in moonlight



A Prose English Translation of the Mahabharata
2010-10
a renowned concert pianist traces the instrument s design manufacture and music in a
delightful piano s eye view of the social history of western europe and the united states from
the 16th to the 20th centuries

Seven Years in Sodom 2023-05-02

The Cinema of Barbara Stanwyck 1991

William Saroyan 2008-10-28



Longarm 360 1985

Indiana Social Studies Quarterly 2011-06-10

Starlight (A Historical Western Romance) 1842

The London Quarterly Review 1842

The Quarterly Review 1952

大阪大学文学部紀要 1989



Copper Trails and Iron Rails 1999

Copper Trails & Iron Rails 1982

Arena Review 2012-04-27

Men, Women and Pianos
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